Zheng Lu’s Reflections on Still Water – exhibition review
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During the artist talk at Sundaram Tagore Gallery (STG) on 16 April, the Chinese sculptor Zheng Lu shared with the public views about his artistic process, inspiration and some of his concerns about contemporary art practice. For instance, the artist mentioned that in contemporary art fairs nowadays one cannot really tell from where an artist is really from just by looking at the work, without reading the labels. The growing influence of Western art makes it hard to spot the nationality and cultural identities of the artists through their work. This loss of identity is a major concern for the artist and in his search for uniqueness he tries to immerse into Chinese traditions. As he said, if you are digging on the root of tradition, you will be saved from the current trend.

Some of you may recall his work at Art Stage Singapore earlier this year. His huge water dripping stainless steel sculpture displayed there can now be seen at STG in Gillman Barracks, together with other pieces from Zheng Lu’s Water Dripping series. In the artist’s view, his sculptures respond dynamically to space instead of just sitting there on a corner, as classical sculptures normally do.
The same way poets during the Ming Dynasty learned their trade by studying and transcribing classical poems, Zheng Lu grew up transcribing texts for his father. Coming from a family strongly rooted in literature, Chinese traditional calligraphy was a craft learned early on, and that has clearly influenced his artistic practice. The Beijing-based artist describes his work as ‘giving a new form to old traditions’.

Each piece in the series is composed of numerous stainless steel ideograms that are laser cut, hand-welded and polished in the shape of a water splash. The use of ideograms that shape his water inspired sculptures allow us to see through it, which make them seem very light weight when in fact a small piece can weight up to 10 kg and take 3-4 months to be made. The entire preparation of a larger piece can take one year to be completed. In this process, Zheng Lu refers to himself as having the same role as a movie director, which in this case means he develops the concept that will be executed by his team, while he oversees the entire work.

Even though, the Chinese characters that shape the sculptures are hard to identify in the final object, the essence of the poem they represent is carried on in each piece. In the series presented in Singapore, the poem used is called *Reflection on Still Water* from Bai Juyi (Tang Dynasty), whose title also gives a name to the exhibition.
Reflections on Still Water

The active enjoy water when it flows, but those who are quiet find pleasure when it is still.
Nothing is keenest than running water, nor is there any better mirror than still water.
Early frost falls on a lonely morning, with wind rustling leaves softly.
In the center red leaves spread and green duckweeds float in the corners.
A pond is no larger than eight or nine zhāng, and an inlet has edges too.
One can see clearly the bottom of the pond about three or four chi deep.
Even the rising claw of a crane is clearly visible, one can also see fish swimming.
The eyes are purified when we see still water and the heart is cleansed even when it touches the chest only.
It is as still as Zen and clear as honesty.
Limpid it can cure a greedy man of any avarice; fresh it helps to build friendship with a gentleman.
It is not merely playing, for comparisons are also made.
If one wants to understand a peaceful mind, he should know that our nature cannot be otherwise.

—Bai Ju-yi (Tang Dynasty)

Poem Reflection on Still Water from Bai Ju-yi (Tang Dynasty). Photograph Courtesy of Sundaram Tagore Gallery.

When thinking about the use of the poem's title, Reflections on Still Water, to also entitle Zheng Lu's exhibition, we can perceive it carries an interesting contradiction. According to the artist, the title also refers to a philosophical concept from Confucius that says 'A man can see the reflection of his face not in flowing water but still water.' However, in the case of Zheng Lu's sculptures, they do represent a still moment, but a still moment of splashing water in its most sinuous restless form. Therefore, our own 'reflection' on it cannot be seen, only felt through its vibrancy. This apparent contradiction reverberates on our contemporary society frenetic rhythms, in which we are always running and not giving time for the 'water of life' to rest still. In this sense, the title becomes appropriated and reveals once again the combination between tradition and contemporaneity that Zheng Lu explores through his artistic practice.

The artist believes that technology changes the way we observe nature and can provide us with more ways to present an idea. As his sculptures remind us of the shape of real water splashes, Zheng Lu revealed his research process to define their final form: he started by observing water, initially through pictures from the Internet, but was not satisfied with the results so he started to film water splashes himself using a high-speed camera. When finding an interesting splash shape, he would 'pause' the video and use the image still as a reference for the construction of his sculpture, with a few changes here and there. The selected shape was then transformed into a tri-dimensional clay model that served as the basis for the stainless steel mold to be inserted with the poem's ideograms. Therefore, the high-speed camera technology, in this case, has an active role to empower the artist to see in detail what otherwise would be just a fleeting moment, a fragment of time.
As fragments of time captured and shaped as water splashes, his work plays with gravity and transforms something ephemeral into permanent. The powerful presence and meaning that water carries in the Chinese tradition and culture are an undeniable presence in his work. The water and the metal are considered two of the five elements that represent the constant flow of matter. In representing water in steel, Zheng Lu overcomes the physical limitations of water as a medium by shaping it in metal. At the same time, he overcomes the rigidity of metal by giving to it a more fluid shape.
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